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The aim of the present paper is to establish some multidimensional Poincark-type 
integral inequalities involving two functions and their first order partial derivatives. 
Our analysis is more elementary and provide easy proofs of some Poincark type 
integral inequalities. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The integral inequality of the form 
is known as Poincare’s inequality, where T is a bounded region in two or 
three dimensions, u E C’(T), u = 0 on i?T and IzO is the least eigenvalue of 
the problem 
du+Au=O in T, u=OonaT. 
Inequalities of the form (1) have received considerable attention in the 
literature because of their fundamental role in the theory of partial differen- 
tial equations and various applications. For details, we refer to the books 
by Courant and Hilbert [2], Friedman [3], Garabedian [4], 
Ladyzhenskaya nd Ural’tseva [8], MitrinoviC [9], Prenter [lo], and the 
recent papers by Chow and Dunninger [ 11, Horgan [S-7] to mention a 
few, which contains inequality (1) or its variants and its various 
applications. As noted by Mitrinovib in [9, p. 1421, the inequality (1) is 
established by Poincare in two and three dimensions for u E C’(T), subject 
to the condition ST u&=0, and when T is a bounded, convex region. In 
two dimensions, Poincart proved 1;’ ,< 712/24, where 1 is the diameter of T 
and in the case, when T= [0, a] x [0, 01, this gives R,’ Q 702/12. In the 
case of two dimensions and T= [0, a] x [0, 01, the best known constant in 
inequality (1) is 1, = 2n2/a2, see [2, p. 3011 and [4, p. 3971. In the present 
paper we establish some new multidimensional Poincare type integral 
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inequalities involving two functions and their first order partial derivatives. 
Our results provide easy proofs of some Poincare type integral inequalities. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In this section we state our results on integral inequalities to be proved 
in this paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let Q be a cube 0 f xi < G (i = I,..., n) and let f, g be real- 
vaiuedfunctjons belonging to C’(Q) which vanish on the boundary aQ of Q. 
Then 
j, ,f(x),,g(x),dx<; jQ CIvf(412+ lvdx)121dx~ (2) 
where 
lVfl= igl g2 1'2, 
( I I) I 
IVgl = ( i$, lgi2)"2. 
I 
Remark 1. In the special case, when g(x) =f(x), the inequality 
established in Theorem 1 reduces to the following interesting Poincart 
type integral inequality 
i Q 
,flx)l’dx<; j IVf(x)l’dx. 
Q 
(3) 
We note that for n = 2, the constant involved in (3) is better than the con- 
stant involved in Poincare’s inequality as noted in [9, p. 1421. 
THEOREM 2. Let the functions f and g be as defined in Theorem 1. Then 
i If(x)I IV&N + I &)I IVS(x)ll dx 0 
[T 
G- s 2& Q 
CIVf(x)I’+ lW~)121 dx, (4) 
where V is as defined in Theorem 1. 
Remark 2. If we take g(x) =f( ) x in Theorem 2, we get the following 
interesting inequality 
s Q 
IS( IVIx)ldx~a j lVf(x)12dx. 
2& Q 
(5) 
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Here we believe that the inequality established in Theorem 2 is new to the 
literature. 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1-2 
If x E Q, then we have the following identities: 
4-b) = j-i’ -$f(il, x Z,..., x,) df, + . . . + Jb‘$f(. 
n 
nf(x)= -~~~f(tl,x2;.-.X.)dtl- ... -j ,Sf 
n 
XI,..., x,- 1, t,,) dt,, (6) 
(x I,..., x,- 1, t,) dt,. (7) 
From (6) and (7) we obtain 
2nlf(x)lG[; l-&f(l,, x2,..., x.1/ dt, I 
+ ‘.. + 
II 
6 ~fh...> x,-l, t,) 4. (8) 
n 
Similarly, we obtain 
2nIdx)l ~1; I& (t,, x2,...> x.)/ dt, 
1 
a a + ". + 
1‘1 
-g (xl,..., x,- 1, I,) 4,. o at, (9) 
From (8), (9) and using the elementary inequalities ab < +(a2 + b2), 
(a, + ..’ + uJ2 d n(a: + . . . + 02) (for a, 6, ai reals) and Schwarz’s 
inequality we obtain 
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Integrating both sides of (10) with respect o xl ,..., x, we get 
jQ If( I&)1 de; jQ [IlYf(x)12+ IWx)121 dx. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
By virtue of Schwarz inequality, the inequality established in (3) and 
using the elementary inequality a b “* ‘I2 6 4 (a + b) (for a, b > 0 reals) we 
observe that 
s Clf(x)l IV g(x)1 + I g(x)1 I Vf(x)l 1 dx Q 
G(jQ If(x,12dx)1’2(jQ lV&)12dx)1’2 
jQ I &)I2 dx)“‘( j 
l/2 
+ I VfC412 dx 
Q 6 WJh j 112 J u I/* lYf(x)l* d  lWx)12 dx Q 
+ jQ lV&)l* dx 
( 
j’i’(,, ,‘Vi12 d+‘*] 
= Cd&)( I, ,VfW12 dx)‘12( jQ IbWl* dx)“ 
W&h[(j, lW~12dx)+(jQ IbM*dx)] 
= WV’3 j ClV.fb412 + lb(x)l’l dx, 
Q 
which is the desired inequality in (4) and the proof of Theorem 2 is com- 
plete. 
Remark 3. From the proof of Theorem 2, we see that the inequality 
s Clf(x)l IV g(x)1 + I dx)l IVf(x)ll dx Q 
< (o,&,( I, lVf(x)12 dx)“‘( j, IVgb)12 dx)“’ (11) 
also holds. Here it is to be noted that (11) is a better inequality than (4). In 
[5,6] the authors have used the inequality (I ) to obtain Sobolev type 
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integral inequalities. We note that the inequality established in (4) by using 
the PoincarC-type inequality obtained in (3) is different from the 
inequalities established in [S, 63. 
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